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lives again in the ’57 Custom Champ. Renown 

this is the classic sound heard on thousands 
of recordings. A wide variety of playable tones 
inhabit this hand-wired performer—from crisp, 
classic cleans to naturally compressed overdrive 
that responds remarkably to guitar volume and 
picking dynamic changes. 

The Fender® 5F1 circuit used in the ’57 Custom 
Champ has become legendary for its heightened 
dynamic response and sweet sounding tube 
overdrive when pushed. A 12AX7 preamp tube 
matched to a classic 6V6 power amp tube 
generates this in-demand overdrive. When the 
volume is cranked, this little wonder sings with 
the natural compression and rich even-order 
harmonics of a power tube working at peak 
output in Class A topology. The 8” Weber Alnico 
speaker stays true to the classic Champ sound, 
compressing to create fat tone at higher levels 
while more than ably reproducing the raunchy 
tones found at the top of the amp’s volume knob. 
The hand-wired circuit includes newly sourced 
yellow coupling capacitors chosen for their 
authentically vintage Fender tone—sparkly 
cleans and creamy overdrive with smooth top end 
and round mids.

Onstage this amp looks great, retaining classic 
Champ visual appeal—lacquered tweed, 
chickenhead knob, leather handle and ¼” inputs 
for low or high output instruments are all here. In 
the studio, the 5-watt design means you’ll be able 
to explore the full range of available tones without 
overloading sensitive microphones (or your ears). 
Updated components, hand-wired craftsmanship 
and a classic circuit design all combine to create 
the ’57 Custom Champ, a style-spanning 
performer. Includes a protective cover. 

Series: Custom

Tube

Speaker: One - 8” Weber® Special Design with Alnico Magnet

Inputs: Two - (1/4”, Normal and Bright)

Channels: One

Wattage: 5 Watts

Preamp Tubes: 1 x 12AY7, 1 x 12AX7

Power Tubes: 1 x 6V6

Cabinet Material: Finger-Joined Solid Pine

Handle: Vintage-Style Leather with Nickel Mounting Hardware

Knobs: Chicken-Head Style Pointer

‘57 Custom Champ®

Part # Description UPC Code NET

8160500100 ‘57 Custom Champ, 120V 885978659128

Advertised Price

$ 999.99 $ 666.00

Covering/Grille Cloth: Bassman
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The handwired ’57 Custom Deluxe is a bit of 

with stunning clean tone and the complex, 
organic overdrive guitarists crave. Based on the 
original highly sought-after collector’s piece, this 
two-channel combo sings and snarls with the 
authentic Fender sound that birthed rock ‘n’ roll.

The original all-tube 5E3 circuit is renowned for 
its early-onset distortion and highly interactive 
controls—a little experimentation unlocks a world 
of tonal treats for your ears. The classic design 
is updated with improved volume pot tapers, 
offering more precise control at low settings used 
for rich, mellow clean tone from the normal and 
tremolo channels. The handwired circuit includes 
premium yellow coupling capacitors chosen for 
their authentic vintage Fender tone—producing 
sparkly cleans and creamy overdrive with smooth 
top end and round mids. A single 12” Eminence® 
alnico speaker delivers these rocking vintage 
tones, driven by a pair of 6V6 power tubes for 12 
watts of classic tube sound and touch-sensitive 
response.

Period-accurate appointments include a 
lacquered tweed covering and a top-mounted 
control panel with easy access to the highly 
responsive chickenhead control knobs—all 
housed in a durable cabinet. With timeless looks 
and premium vintage sound, the ’57 Custom 
Deluxe delivers everything a guitarist’s heart 
could desire. Includes a protective cover.

Series: Custom

Tube

Speaker: One - 12” Eminence® Special Design Alnico

Inputs: Four - (1/4”, Two MIC and Two INST)

Channels: Two - (Instrument and MIC / INST)

Wattage: 12 Watts

Preamp Tubes: 1 x 12AY7, 1 x 12AX7

Power Tubes: 2 x 6V6

Cabinet Material: Finger-Joined Solid Pine

‘57 Custom Deluxe™

Part # Description UPC Code NET

8150500100 ‘57 Custom Deluxe, 120V 885978658824

Advertised Price

$ 1999.99 $ 1350.00

Handle: Vintage-Style Leather with Nickel Mounting Hardware

Knobs: Chicken-Head Style Pointer

Covering/Grille Cloth: Bassman
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An updated version of the venerable tweed 
Pro that powered the inception and growth of 
rock ‘n’ roll, the hand-wired ’57 Custom Pro-
Amp replicates this classic tone with style. This 

all-tube circuit that offers increased headroom, 
allowing you to generate the crisp, crystal-clear 
clean tones that Fender aficionados know and 
love at higher volumes. 

The original 5E5A circuit that powers the ’57 
Custom Pro-Amp is a Holy Grail circuit renowned 
for its tonal flexibility. The addition of a presence 
control adds adjustable upper harmonic overdrive 
to dial in just the right amount of ’sizzle’ to your 
sound, making it come alive with depth and 
clarity. The interactive bass and treble controls 
grant this powerful amplifier even more sonic 
suppleness, allowing players to unleash their 
personal tone. The hand-wired circuit includes 
newly sourced yellow coupling capacitors chosen 
for authentic vintage Fender tone—sparkly cleans 
and creamy overdrive with smooth top end and 
round mids. A single 15” 8-ohm Eminence® 
Legend speaker—powered by 28 watts of pure 
Fender tube tone—cranks out plenty of vintage 
tone with robust low end and vibrant highs with 
medium breakup when pushed.

The ’57 Custom Pro Amp also sports the 
legendary warm, golden look of vintage tweed 
along with classic chickenhead control knobs, 
top-mounted controls, leather handle and dual ¼” 
input jacks to accommodate both low and high 
output instruments. When you plug into the ’57 
Custom Pro-Amp, you’re plugging into a piece of 
history—the veritable soul of rock ‘n’ roll. Includes 
a protective cover.

Series: Custom

Tube

Speaker: One - 15” Eminence® Legend

Inputs: Four - (1/4”, Two Bright and Two Normal)

Channels: Two - (Normal and Bright)

Wattage: 26 Watts

Preamp Tubes: 1 x 12AY7, 2 x 12AX7

Power Tubes: 2 x 6L6

Cabinet Material: Finger-Joined Solid Pine

‘57 Custom Pro-Amp

Part # Description UPC Code NET

8170500100 ‘57 Custom Pro, 120V 885978659029

Advertised Price

$ 2499.99 $ 1700.00

Handle: Vintage-Style Leather with Nickel Mounting Hardware

Knobs: Chicken-Head Style Pointer

Covering/Grille Cloth: Bassman
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The ’57 Custom Twin-Amp replicates the original 
low-powered tweed Twin circuit, coveted for 
its sweet, singing tone and highly responsive 
dynamics. This responsive handwired amp 
generates clear tone with a bit of “hair” to bring out 
the expressiveness and nuances of your playing. 
Robust and powerful, this pedal-friendly performer 
offers near-limitless tone-shaping possibilities.

The magic of the ’57 Custom Twin-Amp is in the 
5E8A circuit powered by a single 12AY7 and three 
12AX7 preamp tubes—a classic design that 
produces a wide range of useful, highly desirable 
tones. Ideal for playing clubs, this amp breaks up 
at reasonable volume while still cranking out 
pristine, clear, three-dimensional clean tones and 
fat, greasy overdriven blues tones effortlessly. The 
smooth-sounding bass, treble and presence 
controls sculpt your sound while offering a high 
degree of interactivity, unlocking a surprising 
wealth of sonic possibilities. A duet of 6L6 power 
tubes generates 40 watts of power, adding natural 
tube compression to your tone when 
“slammed”, while a pair of growling 12” alnico 
speakers replicates the subtlest playing nuances. 
The handwired circuit includes newly sourced 
yellow coupling capacitors chosen for authentic 
vintage Fender tone—sparkly cleans and creamy 
overdrive with smooth top end and round mids.

From its golden brown tweed covering to the top-
mounted control panel bearing classic chickenhead 
control knobs, this amplifier embodies eye-
catching, vintage-style Fender cool. A pair of dual 
Bright and Normal ¼” inputs accommodate both 
and high and low output instruments, reproducing 
the classic jackfield found on Fender amps of yore. 
The ’57 Custom Twin-Amp is a versatile sonic 
architect—timeless, flexible tone is matched with 
clean power and stunning visual style. Includes a 
protective amp cover.

Series: Custom

Tube

Speaker: Two - 12” Eminence® Alnico

Inputs: Four - (1/4”, Two Bright and Two Normal)

Channels: Two - (Normal and Bright)

Wattage: 40 Watts at 4 ohms

Preamp Tubes: 1 x 12AY7, 3 x 12AX7

Power Tubes: 2 x 6L6

Cabinet Material: Finger-Joined Solid Pine

‘57 Custom Twin-Amp™

Part # Description UPC Code NET

8140500100 ‘57 Custom Twin-Amp™, 120V 885978658923

Advertised Price

$ 2999.99 $ 2000.00

Handle: Vintage-Style Leather with Nickel Mounting Hardware

Knobs: Chicken-Head Style Pointer

Covering/Grille Cloth: Bassman


